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A Heroic Mind 
by 

Jonah Bergan 

Stan Holman sat at the upstairs window waiting for them. His feet were no longer bleeding. 
Even so, was there any point in running? In the distance, dogs barked. Up on route nine, a 
truck came and went—its tires hushed, and then present, and then fading as the truck 
drove onward. The sound of those tires… the coming and going of that sound—Stan knew 
that was called the Doppler Effect.  

Had he been paying attention to that sound, Stan might have commented on how the 
Doppler Effect was similar to life itself. He might have mentioned, as if in passing, on how it 
grew—seeming to come close, before fading and leaving you behind. He might have gone 
on, explaining what he meant until Bonnie wanted to wring his neck. Sometimes she would 
shout at him. Sometimes she would press her lips together so tightly they might have gone 
numb from the pressure. It was a futile exercise since inevitably, like a dam which could no 
longer stand the increasing pressure, her lips would purse outward, and finally they would 
open releasing a torrent. 

“Do you think I am stupid,” she might have shouted on one occasion—he couldn’t 
remember if she had said precisely that, but it seemed a likely thing for her to say. “Will you 
shut up? Will you just shut up,” she might have said on another much later occasion.  It may 
have been like that for a while, but now it wasn’t. Now it was silent since Bonnie, like the 
truck up on route nine, had moved on. Had she been there, she might have commented: 
“No, Stan no,” she might have said. “I’ll tell you what life is like,” she might have said. “It’s 
like disappointment,” she might have said. 

He thought he saw a flicker of movement behind the neighbor’s white sheers and he 
startled at it. Feeling the intensity of the moment he leaned forward trying to discern 
something—anything at all, but across the chasm of golden Sunday afternoon sunlight the 
sheer curtains might as well have been a cold and heavy fog, and without his binoculars, 
which now lay smashed on the back patio, he could see very little in the way of detail. He 
quickly picked up the notepad that he kept on hand, and glancing at his wristwatch he 
noted the time scratching down a single word with a blunt number two pencil. 

“4:13 PM: Movement,” he wrote. 

He had dozens of these notebooks now. 

This had started before Bonnie left. He was certain that it too would have driven her off as 
surely as all the rest of his idiosyncrasies had, even if it had been the only one. But it wasn’t 
the only one and this, more than all the others, had seemed to gnaw at her as if it had real 
teeth. “I don’t want to live like this,” she had said once when the dam broke yet again. He’d 
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tried to reason with her then—to explain, but she’d just run off upstairs, sobbing 
inexplicably and slamming the bedroom door. Yes, it seemed that she’d have left anyway, 
one way or the other—it was just a matter of when. Whatever it was she had meant by 
“this,” he had no idea. 

It had started that night he couldn’t sleep. It started when he saw what he wasn’t meant to 
see.  It had been a perfectly normal night—a perfectly normal night that had been 
interrupted yet again by the systemic failure which the Doctor, a quack if ever there was 
one, had pronounced to be perfectly normal. “It’s called reflux,” he’d said.  “Stan, you’re 
older now,” he’d said, as if that explained everything. “You have to start taking care of 
yourself now,” he’d said. 

“Complacency,” Stan said in reply.   

Bonnie, who had been sitting in an armless chair and flipping through an “Us” magazine 
glanced up and rolled her eyes before returning to the pictures of happy, perfect young 
people—people with perfect lives, and perfect teeth, from which their perfect bodies hung.  
Stan might have commented on the irony of the magazine—title versus content, and on the 
unimaginable sadism of leaving such a thing laying about a place populated by broken 
people, but he had taken to brevity for her sake. 

It wasn’t working. 

“Yes,” the Doctor said, “exactly. You can’t afford to be complacent anymore…” 

“I was referring to you,” Stan interrupted.  “You and your soulless industry,” he said—that 
being as far as he would allow himself to clarify.  

A body in rebellion is normal? Yes, perhaps it was. Normal, by definition is little more than 
the acknowledgement of the commonplace. But was it right? Was it good? Was it as it 
should be? What solace is there in normal when referring to inevitable decay? All these 
things he might have said to the real flesh of the real Doctor before him, but for the sake of 
Bonnie he didn’t speak. Instead he drew what satisfaction he could by silently speaking 
these words to the faceless ghost of the Doctor that dwelled in his mind. 

Such faceless ghosts were his only companions now. 

“They have returned to see the results of their handiwork,” he had written this in one of his 
earlier notebooks. Beneath that he had written the words: “I am convinced of it!” This was 
inscribed in dark and bold block letters—letters not so much written on the pages as 
etched into them. 

What he’d seen from the window had sent his mind reeling. That night perhaps four 
months ago, but certainly no more than six months ago, when the perfectly normal betrayal 
of his body drove him from bed and drove him like destiny itself had driven all the other 
great men who had come before him. Like those few, he was driven toward the revealing of 
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what was hidden. He had written that it was destiny, not reflux which drove him to the 
bedroom window that night.  He was convinced of that too. 

Perhaps someday someone would tell his story. Perhaps someone would comment that he 
had seen what he had seen that night, and on so many other successive nights too, not 
through the haze of delusion or madness, as his imagined detractors might insist, but 
because what he had seen was simply true. Perhaps they would comment upon that which 
was so fundamentally true—that only a man with courage and a heroic mind might pursue 
truth in the face of such universal opposition. 

Bonnie wouldn’t listen—no one would listen and so he wrote. He wrote for these future 
biographers. He wrote precisely and carefully so that they might understand that nothing 
was as it seemed. Perhaps, in time and after careful reflection, his future biographers would 
find a way to convey what he could not.  

“The consequence of this,” he wrote, “is that we too are aliens in this world. We are not of 
this world, save perhaps in part, but rather like those who have made us, we are not native. 
We do not belong here. We sense it in our hearts, and feel it in our souls. This world is not 
our world. We do not fit in because that which makes us distinct on this world, is not itself 
of this world, but rather, is of another, far distant world—a world beyond our imagining.”  

“Stan, you have to stop this,” Bonnie said.  

It had been weeks since the Doctor. Still more weeks would pass before she left him, but 
today, she had come upon him up in the bedroom where he sat watching the neighbors in 
their back yard. He watched them through the then un-smashed binoculars. He heard her 
come in but he hadn’t turned until she spoke. She held a plastic rectangular basket. He 
looked at the basket because he couldn’t look at her—he couldn’t raise his eyes to meet 
hers. Through the pattern cut in the plastic he could see folded clean clothes.  

“I can’t take it,” she said. “I can’t take this anymore,” she said. 

“Tulips,” he said. “That’s the pattern.” 

She had warned him. Not just that one time but many times. Others had warned him as 
well, but their words, though they were as blunt and powerful as cannonballs, could not 
penetrate. Their words might as well have been made up for all they meant to him. 

“All words are made up,” he said. “Nonsense sounds, grunts and squeals, but all that is truly 
human, persists,” he said. “The tulips are proof of that. We still seek to find beauty—to 
make beauty where none exists.” 

She had so many options, but no real choice. She was so very tired. She set the basket down 
on the bed and then she herself sat, leaning forward so as to be closer to him.  

“We have to talk,” she said. “Will you please look at me,” she said. 
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He looked away—he looked out the window. Everything the neighbors did seemed normal, 
although they had taken to glancing in the direction of his house now. That was when he 
began to suspect that they might perhaps be telepathic. 

“With aliens,” he said, “there remains any number of possibilities.”  

He’d written about that in his notebooks. “The fact that these aliens look like us,” he wrote, 
“is no coincidence—I am certain of that. But what functions go on beneath their merely 
human appearance? That remains unclear. If they are indeed telepathic, there will be 
consequences.” 

Where Bonnie had been, there remained a depression in the mattress and an aura of 
sadness. This was true in both a temporary and a prophetic manner that day she had sat 
alongside him with the basket of clothing across her lap. Months later, after she left him in 
that more permanent fashion, a similar depression—this one in the mattress where she 
had slept for all those years, threatened constantly to draw him in. He had taken to sleeping 
on the old sofa that they kept in the guest bedroom during those last nights before they 
came for him. 

“Bonnie has left,” he wrote, “which is just as well since it seems I would have been 
powerless to protect her. This whole affair has become dangerous. I have been visited by 
the mysterious Men in Black and I am convinced they are agents of an authority beyond my 
reckoning. They came perhaps no more than an hour after Bonnie left. Though I tried to 
save him, my son Jesse is lost to me as well. They took him and I am convinced they will 
come for me too.” 

Stan had never felt fear like he felt during that awful time, yet he remained constant and 
vigilant in his duty to all of humanity. Jesse had been visiting the house far more frequently 
in those final days. He had been helping his mother pack, or at least that’s what Stan 
imagined he had been doing. From time to time, Jesse, or someone else, would come and 
hurl blunt words, but Stan would remain stalwart. Stan would remain at the upstairs 
window—binoculars and notepad always close at hand. 

As for the neighbors, there could be no doubt. They were onto him. There was movement in 
the house at night, and Stan would wake from what fitful sleep he was able to manage in 
that time. Hearing them down there, eyes wide, he would stare into the dim recesses of the 
room. Night after night, they came. They were downstairs installing and working at their 
equipment. Like a child, alone in the dark, he lay bundled beneath the covers, his eyes 
bulging with fear and his body jolting when the sounds of their labors came to him so 
suddenly, and so sharply, under the veil of night. 

“There is no doubt about it now,” he would write, “They are telepathic. They use technology 
that is telepathic. Their technology twists thoughts, hiding what is evident to the eyes from 
the mind. I do not know why I am immune, or rather, how I came to be immune, but the fact 
that I and I alone see what is really happening makes it incumbent upon me to record these 
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events as they are—not merely as I perceive them to be. This is a distinction that is more 
important than I can convey with mere words,” he wrote. 

Before Bonnie left, Stan saw the equipment. He saw it during one of his last ventures 
downstairs, though he pretended not to see, just as Jesse and Bonnie clearly could not see. 
He feigned a cheery demeanor and retreated back upstairs at his earliest opportunity. 

“I cannot say for certain,” he wrote, “as the equipment is alien, but it appears they have 
constructed a medical laboratory of some sort in our living room. Why they have based 
their operation in our home rather than their own is unclear. None-the-less, I suspect they 
are testing the genetics of our neighborhood. I have seen many of our neighbors come and 
go these past few days. They are not themselves as they come, and they are somehow 
diminished when they go. Their faces are blank, their bearing stiff, but I can see beneath the 
mask and artifice. Even if they cannot look into that dark place, what I see in them is a kind 
of dull fear that stems from these awful events.  Who can blame them?” 

When Bonnie left she did not come upstairs to say goodbye. Neither did he go down to wish 
her well on her journey—wherever it might take her. So it was that he didn’t so much see, 
as feel her leave. Jessie did come upstairs, standing like a forlorn shadow in the doorway, 
and he spoke, though Stan did not listen. Stan kept his binoculars pressed firmly against his 
eyes. Tears welled and filled the eyepieces, but he would see to it that the neighbors did not 
interfere in her departure. It was the least he could do, having driven her off by way of all 
his oddities and idiosyncrasies. 

This all happened mere minutes before the Men in Black would arrive. 

“Such is the nature of the alien technology,” he wrote, “that it has created what I can only 
describe as a psychic field. How far this field may extend, I cannot know as I am here just 
yards from its epicenter, but of a certainty it extends beyond these walls. No one seems 
aware of just what is really going on here. This too explains how I could feel her depart, 
though I was not there to see her off. She has passed beyond the perimeter—beyond this 
alien field of lies and cruel deceit.  I wish it known,” he wrote, “she did not leave me, rather, 
I left her. I did so that very night when I spied them from my bedroom window. That night I 
saw what they really were. It is profoundly insufficient, but I will miss her terribly.” 

He watched as the Men in Black came. Their car literally shone with blackness. It moved as 
though drifting on a cushion of air, its wheels seemingly more for show than for function. In 
house after house, as it passed, people turned away from their windows. The blackness of 
the car spoke to them. It whispered that it was unsafe to look at what was better left 
unseen. But Stan looked and watched. He moved from room to room upstairs, peering 
furtively from window to window, he watched and he saw. 

The Men in Black guided their car around the base of the cul-de-sac, preparing for 
departure even before they had arrived. They were efficient and departure was their 
business. They slowed and came to a stop parallel to the house. One of what would become 
two Men in Black exited the vehicle. This one stood regarding the house with a dour face 
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until the second came to stand alongside him, then shoulder to shoulder, in identical black 
suits, and with identical empty expressions, they came. 

Stan turned from the window. Fear, not of them personally but rather fear of what they 
represented, paralyzed him. Strangely, though it made no sense at all, he felt they were 
here for Bonnie. Through that fear, like shouting into a howling wind, he had to remind 
himself that she had left. They would not hurt her because they could not hurt her. She 
wasn’t there anymore.  

But Jesse was. 

In that moment, with the terrifying Men in Black gliding toward his front door, and the 
realization that Jesse was vulnerable dawning within him, Stan lunged against the paralysis 
that had fixed him like a deeply rooted tree in the ridiculous shag carpeting of that upstairs 
room. If effort alone was sufficient to make a hero of the average man, then Stan was more 
than a hero, he was the proverbial superman. The paralysis broke, and he moved. The floor 
beneath him seemed to roll, like the deck of a small boat tossed about on a raging sea, and 
yet he moved. He forced one step, and then another, grasping for, and eventually clinging 
to, the door frame. His chest was heaving and his heart pounding, but Jesse was down 
there! The Men in Black were at the door, and Jesse was down there! 

The fact that he could see what others apparently could not had led him to believe that he 
had some form of immunity to mind control, but in this he was apparently mistaken. 
Perhaps the Men in Black employed a different technology. Perhaps their technology was 
based in something ancient and primal, or perhaps their technology was simply more 
human than those alien devices to which he had seemed immune. Perhaps his immunity 
was little more than a tolerance, and what they used against him exceeded that 
tolerance. Still, he fought—with all his heart he fought. But in the end, he lost. Darkness 
came and then… 

His eyes snapped open. He lay curled in the fetal position on the old sofa. He was cold and 
barefoot. The house was empty. He could feel it. The alien technology must have been 
operating still, because he could feel the emptiness in the house like a hole carved in his 
soul. He pushed himself upright. He was dizzy with exhaustion, as though having run and 
run, and run in his dreams. The sound of his own breathing filled his ears. 

The room felt odd. It felt unreal. He rose unsteadily to his feet. There were pictures on the 
wall, and he staggered toward them. Leaning heavily, his palm pressed against the wall 
between the frames, he studied these pictures—peering at their strangeness. These were 
pictures of him, and of Bonnie and Jesse, and yet they were not. It was as though someone 
had hired actors to portray him and his family, and had posed these actors in remarkably 
similar settings. They had replaced the real pictures with these shallow substitutes.  Why 
would they do that? 
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He turned away, unwilling to fathom the purpose in what they had done. Was it a show of 
power? Did they do this simply because they could, or was this in some manner the first 
step in the process of removing him—of erasing him?  

In the bedroom he found the dining room chair and the TV tray he had used to furnish his 
post by the window. These were just as he had left them. His notebooks, which he had kept 
perfectly piled and organized in a chronologically sequenced and neat stack on the floor 
alongside his chair, were now strewn chaotically all over the bed. They had been here and if 
there had been any doubt before, it was all too clear now. They knew.  

They had left him—even moved him to the sofa and removed his shoes. They had left his 
notes and chair, and yet his binoculars were gone. They had taken his binoculars. Why? 

For a moment he thought they took Bonnie too, but he had to remind himself that she had 
left before they came. They couldn’t have taken her because she wasn’t there anymore. But 
they had taken his son, hadn’t they? Jesse was no threat to them. Unless… No, he wouldn’t 
let himself think about that. Not unless he had to.  

There was a message in what they had done. He would need to decode that message before 
he could allow himself to react. The urge to panic was strong, but he resisted it for Jesse’s 
sake. It wasn’t so much the least as it was the most he could do. 

He moved like a stranger in his own home—like a burglar afraid to be caught. He moved 
from room to room, slowly and cautiously. He stopped in each room, looking closely at the 
artifacts of a life he couldn’t feel any longer. That life had left him behind, as Bonnie had left 
him behind. Perhaps she had taken it with her? 

In the living room the alien equipment remained. There was some sort of awful 
examination table with rails that confined. Where Bonnie had been, only rumpled sheets 
and blankets remained. He ignored the equipment. This was easy. The technology itself 
helped him do it. There were also canisters and readouts and bags of fluids and tubes. 
These too he pretended not to see. This deception might not serve a purpose any longer, 
but as long as they had Jesse… 

The kitchen was lit only by what light came in through a narrow part in the drawn curtains. 
There had once been good feeling here in this room. Now it was empty. In the gloom he 
could see that the sink held many coffee cups, some stained and dark, others still half full of 
coffee with particles of curdled flotsam floating on the surface. He ran his hand across the 
countertop as he passed, feeling crumbs and grains of sugar roll beneath his palm. The 
kitchen didn’t smell badly, not yet. It would soon smell like sour milk. 

His binoculars lay on the patio. He spied them through the part in the curtains. Near them 
lay the old weathered carpenter’s hammer he had inherited from his father. He would have 
passed that hammer on to Jesse one day, even though one prong of the claw had somehow 
broken off years ago. It had ceased being useful. Was this too a message? 
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He pulled open the back door and stepped out into the brilliant late-afternoon heat. The 
patio stones were uncomfortably hot beneath his bare feet, and there were some small 
shards of broken glass that cut him as he walked, but the pain was distant and easily 
ignored. 

They had used his father’s hammer to smash the lenses out of his binoculars. He picked 
them up and he stood there, he didn’t know for how long. He stood there just holding the 
shell of the binoculars, his head down and the sun burning hot above him. He almost 
understood the message they were sending him. They had left the binoculars and the 
hammer there for him to see. It was a message—like a puzzle, but one piece was missing. 

“Hello.” 

It was a female voice. For a moment, he thought it was Bonnie, and he felt a surge of hope 
that all this had been some kind awful nightmare, but when he looked up, with tears 
welling in his eyes, he found that the voice was that of his neighbor. She was leaning over 
the back fence. She held pruning shears. 

“I’m sorry for your loss,” she said. 

He looked down at the binoculars. Now he understood. The horror of it enveloped him. 
They had taken his binoculars, and had destroyed them. They had taken Jesse… They had 
used his father’s hammer, a symbol of his father’s industry. They told him in their own 
twisted way that this was his fault. They told him that they hadn’t done this to Jesse—he 
had! The sins of the father… 

He allowed the binoculars to drop from his numb fingers. They bounced with a clatter 
between his bare bleeding feet and tumbled away. He turned, now as vacant as the house 
he entered. Behind him he left a trail of glistening, red footprints that immediately began to 
bake on the hot stone. 

Time passed. When nothing mattered neither did time. For an hour or a minute he stood in 
the gloom of the kitchen that had once been alive with his family, but would soon smell like 
sour milk. He stood there with sweet crumbs nearby, but bitterness swelling in his heart. 
He stood there until that bitterness tuned to rage, and it boiled up out of a deep well within 
him. He exploded into action. 

He destroyed their equipment.  

He screamed and wept as he cast the shattered pieces out of his house. He left a smeared 
bloody trail between the living room and the back door. All of it went out, clattering across 
the patio, all but that horrible examination table. That was left wedged in the doorframe. Its 
broken rails and broken back along with the streaked floor all a testament to the effort he 
put into expelling it and them from his home. 

Later, exhausted, he sank slowly down into the dining room chair in the bedroom. 
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In the distance the neighborhood dogs barked. A truck passed on route nine. He saw 
movement and he recorded it. 

“4:13 PM: Movement,” he wrote. 

He sat there for a long time. He sat there long enough for the wounds in his feet to clot. He 
would have sat there long enough for the kitchen to begin to smell of sour milk. He’d have 
sat there forever it they had allowed it. He heard their comings and goings. He heard their 
agitation when they discovered what he had done. He ignored them. 

“6:10 PM,” he wrote. They are coming for me.” 

The End 
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